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The construction of a class of associative composition algebras qn on R 4 generalizing the well
known quaternions Q provides an explicit representation of the universal enveloping algebra of 
the real three-dimensional Lie algebras having tracefree adjoint representations (class A Bianchi 
type Lie algebras). The identity components of the four-dimensional Lie groups GL(qn,l) Cqn 
(general linear group in one generalized quaternion dimension) which are generated by the Lie 
algebra of this class of quaternion algebras are diffeomorphic to the manifolds of spacetime 
homogeneous and spatially homogeneous spacetimes having simply transitive homogeneity 
isometry groups with tracefree Lie algebra adjoint representations. In almost all cases the 
complete group ofisometries of such a spacetime is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group ofleft 
and right translations and automorphisms of the appropriate generalized quaternion algebra. 
Similar results hold for the single class B Lie algebra of Bianchi type V, characterized by its "pure 
trace" adjoint representation. 

PACS numbers: 02.10. + w, 02.20. + b, 98.80.Dr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized quaternions were first employed in the de
scription of a spacetime isometry group by Kurt G6del in his 
1949 paper presenting his famous cosmological solution of 
the Einstein field equations. I These "G6del quaternions" 
(also called "split quaternions" or "antiquaternions,,2) be
long to a real subalgebra of the complexified quaternion al
gebra which is not equivalent to the ordinary real quaternion 
algebra. The equally historically important static Einstein 
cosmological solution of 1917 provides a corresponding ap
plication for the ordinary quaternions, as described in detail 
by Ozsvlith and Schiicking in their treatment of a generaliza
tion of this solution. 3 Ozsvath generalized both the Einstein 
and G6del solutions by considering spacetime homogeneous 
solutions of the Einstein equations, leading to four classes 1-
IV ofsolutions.4.5 The homogeneity groups of the first three 
classes have tracefree Lie algebra adjoint representations but 
those of the class IV solutions do not. The quaternions are 
relevant to the class I solutions which generalize the Einstein 
static solution while the G6del quaternions are relevant to 
the class II and III generalizations of the G6del solution. 5,6 

The quaternions and G6del quaternions are representa
tions of the universal enveloping algebras7

,8 of the two ine
quivalent real three-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras, 
namely the Lie algebras of the groups SU(2) and SL(2,R ), 
respectively, both of which have tracefree adjoint represen
tations. The construction of the present paper9 extends this 
representation of the universal enveloping algebra to all of 
the real three-dimensional Lie algebras with tracefree ad
joint representations, namely the class A Bianchi type Lie 
algebras. 10,11 In addition to the semisimple Bianchi types 
VIII (~I(2,R )) and IX(~u(2)), these include the Bianchi types I 
(abelian case), II (Heisenberg Lie algebra of supertriangular 
3 X 3 matrices), VIo (Poincare Lie algebra in two dimen
sions), and VIIo (Lie algebra of the Euclidean group in two 
dimensions). The corresponding Lie groups are the homo-
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geneity isometry groups of the class A spatially homogen
eous spacetimes.5,12 Taub and Misner made use of the ordi
nary quaternions in their study of the Bianchi type IX Taub
NUT spacetime. 13 The same construction also applies to the 
Lie algebras with "pure trace" adjoint representations in all 
dimensions n > 1, which for n = 3 includes the single class B 
Lie algebra of Bianchi type V. 

The ordinary quaternion algebra Q (Bianchi type IX) is 
a division algebra,8 namely an associative algebra in which 
every nonzero element has an inverse. The generalized qua
ternions of the remaining Bianchi types are examples of "sin
gular division algebras" which are associative algebras in 
which almost every nonzero element (all but a set of measure 
zero) has an inverse_ This term was introduced by Illamed 
and Salingaros,14 who studied the real and complex three
dimensional division and singular division algebras which 
possess a nondegenerate norm (Bianchi type IX and VIII 
quaternions in the real case). Familiar examples of singular 
division algebras are the general linear group Lie algebras 
gI(n,R ), gI(n,C), and gI(n,Q) of real dimension n2

, 2n2, and 
4n2

, respectively. The cases n = I, i.e., R, C, and Q, are well 
known to be the only finite-dimensional real division alge
bras.8 The Lie algebra gI(2,R ) is in fact isomorphic to the 
G6del quaternions. The n = 1 construction given below in
volves a single real parameter Yll whose three inequivalent 
values - 1, I, and 0 lead to the complex numbers C and two 
singular division algebras,2 the nondegenerate case YII = 1 
having been discussed by Salingaros.14 For n = 2 the pure 
trace construction given below is the general case for a Clif
ford-like multiplication. This case'should have been given by 
Campbell in his classification of all three-dimensional real 
associative algebras 15 but an error resulted in the omission of 
a large class of examples. His discussion is apparently a 
slightly different presentation of earlier work by Lie. 16 In the 
older literature, associative algebras are referred to as higher 
complex numbers or hypercomplex numbers. A classifica
tion of all hypercomplex number systems of dimension less 
than seven was given by Pierce, 17 but his results are not very 
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transparent since he does not use bases containing the unit 
element. 

2. THE CONSTRUCTION 

Consider a real n-dimensional Lie algebra 9 with basis 
( eo I, dual basis (wa I, structure constant tensor components 
C abc = wa( [ eb ,ee ]) = ca[be I' and adjoint matrices 
ka ade(ea) = Cbace\, which span the matrix representa
tion of the adjoint representation IS of 9 with respect to the 
basis {ea I. Here ( eO b 1 is the natural basis of gI(n,R ) in terms 
of which an n X n matrix is given by A = A a b eb 

a. Note that 
the Jacobi identity C drab C ecld = 0 is equivalent to the ma
trix identity [ka ,kb ] = C cab ke. For n > 1 define 

(n -1)Ca = Cbab = Trad(ea) = Trka' 

(n - l)Yab = Tr ad (ea)ad (eb) = Tr kakb = (n - I)Y(abl' 

(n - I)Cabc = (n - I)YadCdbc = Tr ka [kb,kc] 

=(n-I)C[abel. (2.1) 

(n - l)Yab are the components of the Killing form of g, 18 
while the antisymmetry of Cabc follows from the properties 
of the trace operation Tr. Note that by taking the trace of the 
Jacobi identity in matrix form, one obtains the relation 
CdC d

ab = O. 

Define an algebra on R n + I with natural basis 
! eO. ) = ! eo,e,,) by introducing the following Clifford-like 
multiplication of the basis elements: 

eoea = eaeo = eO., eaeb = YabeO + CCabeo (2.2) 

or, in a more uniform notation, 

eae{3 = Ya{3eO + CYapey=MYa{3ey, 

YaP fjouo°{3 + Yab Oauob{3' 

ca{3y=oUaob{3oCycabC = Ma[{3YI. (2.3) 

The unit element of this algebra is eo and the multiplication 
of two arbitrary elements a = aaea and b = b aea of R n + I is 
given by 

ab = MYa{3aab{3ey. (2.4) 

Then in the following three cases this is an associative alge
bra: 

(i) n = 1, yIIER, 

(ii) n>I, cabC=Cdot~==-2Cdfjd[bOacl' 

(iii) n = 3, Co = O. (2.5) 

For an associative algebra, the associator2
•
s 

(ea ,e/3,ey )-(ea e/3)ey - ea (e/3ey ) 

= (Moa/3M€oy - M€a6M°{3y)e€ (2.6) 

vanishes identically. Since this vanishes if any index is zero 
due to the properties of the unit element, it is sufficient to 
consider only (ea ,eb ,ec ). 

In the case (i), C III = 0 and (e1,e1,ed trivially vanishes. 
In the remaining cases using the Jacobi identity and antisym
metry of CabC one easily finds 

(ea,eb,ec) = (Cdbececa - 2YIJ[eoda I)ed • (2.7) 

In the case (ii), use of the relation YolJ = Co CIJ leads immedi
ately to the vanishing of this expression. 
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For n = 3 one has the well-known decomposition 10.11 

cabe = tbcd nad + adfjt~, ad=Cd, 

YalJ = aaab -1EoedEb/gnc/ndg. (2.8) 

The vanishing or non vanishing of the Lie algebra representa
tion Tr ad:g--+R (i.e., ad = 0 or ad #0) divides all three-di
mensional real Lie algebras into two classes called class A 
and class B, respectively. To show that (ea ,eb ,ec ) = 0 when 
ad = 0, assume that the structure constant tensor compon
ents are in standard diagonal form, 19 i.e., n=nObeb

a 

= diag(n(l),n(2),nI3)), in which case YalJeba = - diag 
(n(Zln(3l,n(3ln(I),n(I)n(Zl) and C ABC = nlA 1 = - C A CB for each 
cyclic permutation (A,B,C) of (1,2,3) are the only non vanish
ing components. The class A identity k~ = Yao (1 - eO

a) (no 
sum on a) shows that (eo ,eo ,eb ) = 0 = (eb ,eo ,eo) (no sum on 
a). Since e(Oeb) = 0 for a#b, this implies left and right alter
nativity,2 and since in an alternative algebra the alternator is 
totally antisymmetric,2.s it suffices to examine (e l ,e2,e3 ), 

which is easily seen to vanish. 
In what follows only n = 3 will be considered. Denote 

the algebra on R 4 resulting from case (iii) by qn and call its 
elements generalized quaternions. It is sufficient to consider 
only a canonical set of values of the structure constant tensor 
components for each Bianchi type Lie algebra. The follow
ing canonical values of (n(I),n(2),n(3)) for the class A Bianchi 
types will be assumed here: IX( 1,1,1), VIII ( 1,1, - 1), 
VIIo(l, 1,0), Vlo( 1, - 1,0),11(0,0,1),1(0,0,0). When these val
ues are understood the quaternion algebra will be denoted by 
qz, where Z is the Roman numeral Bianchi type, and will be 
referred to as the canonical Bianchi type Z generalized qua
ternion algebra on R 4. Thus qIX = Q and qYIII is the Godel 
quaternion algebra while qYIl has been called the "semiqua
ternions."2 In the nonabelian"case, again letting (A,B,C) be a 
cyclic permutation of(I,2,3), at least one component, say 
nlA l, is nonzero, in which case the algebra qz(Z #J) is iso
morphic to the Clifford algebra generated by eB and ec- 20 

Case (ii) for n = 3 yields generalized quaternions for the 
single class B Lie algebra of Bianchi type V whose canonical 
structure constant tensor components may be taken to be 
n = ° and ab = 03 b so that YolJ = 03 a031J. Denote the corre
sponding algebra by qy and let q denote all of the canonical 
generalized quaternion algebras for n = 3. 

Define quaternion conjugation* (an involutive antiau
tomorphism2

) by 

a = aaea--+a* = aOeo - aaeo ' 

(ab)* = b*a*. (2.9) 

The real valued quaternion norm and trace are defined by 

N(a)eo=laI 2eo = a*a = aa*, 

N(a) = (aOf - YabaQab=y* u/3aua{3, 

Tr(a)eo-a + a* = 2aoeo. (2.10) 

These appear in the characteristic equation satisfied by every 
quaternion,21 

a2 - Tr(a)a + N(a)eo = 0. (2.11) 

For canonical structure constant components one has in the 
class A case 
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lal 2 = (aO)2 + nI2In(31(al)2 + n(3InI1)(a2)2 

+ n(l)n(21(a3)2, 

and in the type V case 

lal 2 = (aO)2 - (a3f 
The norm satisfies the relation 

N(ab) = N (a)N (b), 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

i.e., is an algebra homomorphism into the real numbers. An 
algebra with such a norm is called a composition algebra.21 

The generalized quatemions with vanishing norm are 
called singular quatemions. If laI2#0, then a is called non
singular since it has the inverse 

a-I = lal- 2a*, a-Ia = aa- I = eo. (2.15) 

Because of (2.14), the open submanifold of R 4 consisting of 
nonsingular quatemions forms a Lie group which is generat
ed by "the Lie algebra,,7 of the quatemion algebra q, namely 
q with the Lie bracket given by the ordinary commutator, 
denoted by gI(I,q). This four-dimensional Lie group 
GL(I,q) = ! aEql la1 2#0 J has a natural three-dimensional 
subgroup SL(I,q) = ! aEql lal 2 = 1J of elements with unit 
norm whose Lie algebra consists of tracefree quatemions 
~I(I,q) = ! aEqITr(a) = 0 J = span! ea J. This latter Lie alge
bra is isomorphic to the original Lie algebra 9 with which the 
construction began since the basis ! ea J satisfies 

(2.16) 

Thus ea-!ea is a Lie algebra isomorphism and q is a repre
sentation of the universal enveloping algebra of g. 7.8 

GL(l,q) and SL(l,q) will be called the general and spe
ciallinear groups in one generalized quatemion dimension. 
This terminology arises from the fact that the natural action 
of GL( l,q) on q by left or right multiplication is linear, while 
the subgroup SL(I,q) leaves the quatemion norm invariant 
under this action due to (2.14)Y Let GL(l,q)+ and SL(I,q)+ 
be the identity components of these Lie groups. Locally 
these are the images of their Lie algebras by the generalized 
quatemion exponential map 

00 

exp a_ I (n!)-I(a)n, (a)O=eo· (2.17) 
n=O 

In fact using the identity aaabeaeb = Yabaaabeo-ueo, one 
may easily obtain the formulas 

exp(~aaea ) = e( 112Ia"( eo cosh!u 1/2 

+ aae u-I/2sinhluI/2) 
a 2' 

N(exp a) = eTr(a l. (2.18) 

The second formula shows that exp maps ~I( I,q) into SL(I,q). 
The first formula reflects the natural isomorphism 
GL(I,q)+ ~ R XSL(I,q)+, 

(2.19) 

The matrix representations with respect to the basis 
lea 1 of the left and right regular representations of q which 
are obtained by letting q act on itself by left and right multi
plication are two mutually commuting four-dimensional su
balgebras of gI(4,R ) with bases I Ma J and! Ma J, respective
ly, 
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Ma = MfJayeYfJ' Ma = MfJyaeYfJ' 

MaMfJ = MYafJMy, MaMfJ = MYfJaMy, 

[!Ma,!Mp] = CYafJ!My, 

UMa,~MfJ J = - CYap!My, 

[Ma,MpJ = O. (2.20) 

These are all equivalent to the associativity condition that 
(2.6) vanish together with the relation capy = Ma[fJYl of 
(2.3). Ifa = aaeaEq, then the left multiplicationL. and right 
multiplication Ra are represented by the matrices 

La-aaMa M(a), 

Ra -aaMa =M(a). (2.21) 

Some of the properties of these matrices are 

Tr M(a) = Tr M(a) = 2 Tr a = 4a0
, 

det M(a) = det M(a) = lal 4
, 

! M(a),M(b)J = 2YafJaab fJ = 1 = ! M(a),M(b)j. (2.22) 

The matrix groups generated by these two matrix algebras 
are both isomorphic to GL(I,q). 

Suppose {aa J are now interpreted as the Cartesian co
ordinates on R4 associated with the natural basis {ea J, and 
set aa = a/aaa. Then the right and left action ofGL(I,q) on 
q = R 4 is generated by the Lie algebras {ea J and {ea I, re
spectively, of generating vector fields 

e - IMY afJa e - IMY afJa 
a - 2 /3a r' a - 2. a/3 r' 

[ea ,ep J = O. (2.23) 

In fact when restricted to the Lie group LG( I,q), ! ea I and 
{ea I are bases for the Lie algebras of, respectively, left and 
right invariant vector fields on the group. The corresponding 
dual bases ofleft and right invariant I-forms on the group 
are given, respectively, by 

wa = 21 a l- 2Ma fJya*fJdaY, {jja = 21al- 2M a YfJa*fJda Y, 

(2.24) 

which may be written in terms of quatemion valued I-forms 
as 

ro=waea = 2a -Ida, {jj {jjaea = 2da a -I. (2.25) 

The present notation identifies the original Lie algebra 9 hav
ing basis {ea J with the Lie algebra ofleft invariant vector 
fields on the Lie group SL(I,q). 

The exponential formula (2.18) may be used to parame
trize GL( 1 ,q) + in R 4 using various types of canonical coordi
nates on this group. Define the real valued functions 

Calx) = cosh((Yaa)I/2!x), Ca = ca(xa), 

Sa (x) = (Yaa)-1/2sinh((Yaa)I12!x), Sa = Sa (xa), (2.26) 

which appear in the formula 

(2.27) 

When YUG = 0, these formulas are understood to hold in the 
limit Yaa-D, i.e., Ca = I,sa = !xG

• A parametrization involv
ing canonical coordinates of the second kind on GL(I,q) is 
obtained by expanding the product 
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aaea = exp(iXOeo)exp(iXleIlexp(iX2e2)exp(iX3e3)' (2.28) 

leading in the class A case to the result 

aO = e(lI2IXo(C1C2C3 - n(I)n(2)n(3)sIS;tS3). 

a l = e(l/21Xo(SIC2C3 + n(I)c1S;tS3)' 

a2 = e(lI2Ix"(c 1S2C3 - n(2IsIC;tS3)' 

a3 = e(l/2IXo(C 1C;tS3 + n(3Isls2C3)' (2.29) 

and in the type V case 

aO = e(l/21XoC3• a3 = e(l12lx"s3' 

a l = iXle(l12IXo(C3 - S3)' a2 = iX2e(1I2)xO(C3 - S3)' (2.30) 

A parametrization generalizing the Euler angles of the 
type IX case is valid in the class A case as long as n(2'=~0. 

aaea = e(I12lx"exp(iX2e3)exp(!xlel)exp(iX3e3)' (2.31) 

or 

aO = e(l12IXocIC3(x2 + x 3), a l = e(lI2IX"s IC3(X2 _ x 3), 

a2 = n(2Ie(1I2IX"SIS3(X 2 _ x 3), a3 = e(l/2IX"CIS3(X2 + x 3). 

(2.32) 
These apply only in the nonabelian class A case, although if 
one assumes the canonical components n(al = 8a 3 in the Bian
chi type II case, one must cyclically permute the above for
mulas so that they apply to the case n(3)=1= o. Similar formulas 
hold for the class B type V case. 

In each of these parametrizations ! x a J may be inter
preted as local coordinates on G L( I ,q) + for certain ranges of 
their values. These coordinates are adapted to the direct pro
duct structure (2.19), with XO = Inlal 2 being a homomor
phism onto the additive group of real numbers and {xa I be
ing local coordinates on the factor manifold SL( 1 ,q) +. Note 
also that 

(jj0 = 0)0 = Tr a-Ida = d In lal 2 = dxo. (2.33) 

The manifold ofSL(I,q) is a certain quadratic surface in 
R 4 given by the equation r:paaaP = 1. For Bianchi type IX 
this is just the unit sphere S3 and so all of the coordinates 
{xQ I must be restricted to finite intervals (integral multiples 
of 7T depending on the exponential parametrization). For 
Bianchi types VIII and VIIo one sees that the canonical coor
dinate of the second kind x 3 must be restricted to an interval 
oflength 47Tsince exp(27Te3) = eo, i.e., SL(I,q)+ has one com
pact direction, being the hyperboloid 
(aO)2 + (a 3f - (alf - (a 2

)2 = 1 for type VIII and the cylin
der (aO)2 + (a3)2 = 1 for type VIIo' In these two cases 
SL(I,q)+ = SL(I,q) is not simply connected but has a simply 

connected covering group22-24 SL(I,q) obtained by extend
ing the range of the canonical coordinate of the second kind 
x 3 to the real line. The same extension yields the simply con
nected covering group GL(I,q)+. For Bianchi types V and 
VIo, SL(I,q)+ is one sheet of the hyperbolic cylinder 
(aO)2 - (a 3f = 1 and for Bianchi types I and II it is the hyper
plane aO = 1, all of which are simply connected. 

The group Aut(q) of automorphisms of the algebra q is 
that subgroup of GL(4,R ) acting naturally on R 4 which 
leaves the group multiplication invariant. In particular, the 
identity must remain fixed, while the Cliffordlike multiplica
tion requires that an algebra automorphism be an automor-
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ph ism of the Lie algebra ~I(I.q). Le .• the algebra homomor
phisms coincide with the automorphisms of the Lie algebra 
from which the quaternion algebra is constructed. This is to 
be expected since q is a representation of the universal enve
loping algebra of this Lie algebra. 

The geometry of the generalized quaternion algebra is 
related to the quadratic form y* 

y*(a,b) = y* a/3aab /3 = ! Tr(ab*). (2.34) 

Using the trace symmetry Tr(ab) = Tr(ba), it is simple to 
show that this quadratic form is invariant under the indepen
dent left and right translation action ofSL( l,q). Similarly one 
may introduce the following bi-invariant symmetric tensor 
field on GL(I,q), 

y* = !y* apO)a ® wf3 = A Tr ro ® ro = ATr w ® w. (2.35) 

where the final equality follows from the trace symmetry and 
the definitions (2.25). For the semisimple Bianchi types this 
is nondegenerate and therefore a metric tensor field. Its re
striction to SL(I,q) is the metric induced on SL(I,q) by the 
inner product space (R 4,y*); in fact the submanifolds of con
stant nonzero quaternion norm are all isometric due to the 
bi-invariance of the metric y*. In the Bianchi type IX case of 
ordinary quaternions, the inner product space (R 4, y*) is Eu
clidean space and the Riemannian manifold [SL(I,q),y*] is 
the 3-sphere S 3 with its natural metric. 25 

It is worth pointing out the fact that the generalized 
quaternion algebras qv, qVlIl' and qIX = Q (as is welI known 
in the latter two cases) have matrix representations in two 
dimensions as real subalgebras of gI(2,C). If {O'Q I are the 
standard Pauli matrices, then the quaternion basis {ea I cor
responds respectively to {1,e2

1,ie
2
1'0'3 J, {1'0'3'0'1' - i0'2 J, 

and {I, - iO' a J. The latter two bases generate the matrix 
subalgebras gI(2,R )~R EI1 ~I(2,R ) and u(2)~R EI1 ~u(2), re
spectively. 

3. HOMOGENEITY GROUPS AND SPACETIME 
SYMMETRIES 

The spacetime homogeneous cosmological models with 
simply transitive isometry groups may be defined as space
times (M,g) whose manifold M is that of a connected four
dimensional Lie group M and whose metric g is a left invar
iant Lorentz metric on this Lie group.26.5 Solutions of the 
Einstein equations with a dust source were studied by Ozs
vath,4.6 Ozsvath and Schiicking,3 and Farnsworth and 
Kerr,26 while the results for a general perfect fluid source are 
quoted by Ryan and Shepley.5 Of the four classes of solu
tions, the four-dimensional homogeneity group M is GL( l,q) 
of Bianchi type IX for class I solutions and the simply con-

nected covering group GL(1,q)+ of Bianchi type VIII for 
class II and III solutions. The class IV solutions have groups 
M which have three-dimensional subgroups of the class B 
Bianchi types and so do not involve quaternions except in 
certain degenerate cases. 

The Einstein static solution (class I) and the G6del solu
tion (classes II-IV) are the only solutions with additional 
continuous symmetry. The Einstein static solution may be 
written g = gP1Ja/3O)a ®wf3, with 1Ja/3ef3a = diag (- 1,1,1,1) 
and f!ll a constant. This is bi-invariant under the action of 
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SL( l,q) as well as under the scaling of the quatemion norm so 
the full isometry group is GL(l,q)L XSL (l,q)R 
~R XSL(l,q)L XSL(l,q)R ~R XSO(4,R )XZ2· Here 
Z2 = ( ± eo J is the discrete parity subgroup associated with 
reflection of R 4 about the origin, while the subscripts Land 
R refer to the left and right actions ofGL(I,q) or its sub
groups on q. The action ofSL(I,q)L XSL(I,q)R ~O (4,R ) is 
equivalent to the natural action of the orthogonal group on 
R4. 

The Gbdel solution may be written6 

g = ~2[ _ UJ3 ® UJ3 + !(UJ1 ® UJI + UJ2 ® UJ2) 

+ UJO ® UJO], (3.1) 

where (UJ a I is understood to be extended to the simply con

nected covering group GL(I,q)+. If the factor of! were not 

present the full isometry group would again be GL(I,q)t 
X SL( 1 ,q)R' but its presence limits the additional symmetry 

to local rotational symmetry, the full group being GL(l,q)L+ 

X exp(span{e3 J)R' However, SL(I,q)L Xexp(span{e3 J)R 
contains an SO(2,R i-parametrized family of three-dimen
sional subgroups Gill of Bianchi type III = VL I' which act 
simply transitively on SL(q,R ) and hence identifying the 
group manifolds of SL(q,R ) and Gill' one may express the 

metric in terms ofleft invariant I-forms on R X Gill [identi

fied with GL(l,q)+],27 

g = ~2[ _ (~ + ~) ® (~ + ~) + ~((71 ® (71 + ~ ®~) 
+ (J}0 ® UJO], 

d(71 = 0 = d~, d~ = (71 I\~. (3.2) 

These I-forms are given explicitly by (A4) in canonical co

ordinates (yQ J of the second kind on GIII , while 
UJO + dxo = d Inlal 2. The Appendix clarifies this point. 
Equation (3.2) is the form of the metric originally given by 
Gbdel, 1 apart from an interchange of XO and y3 and a scaling 
of xO,y2, and y 3 by 11'2. 

The spatially homogeneous cosmological models 
whose homogeneity isometry groups act simply transitively 
on spacelike hypersurfaces may be defined as spacetimes 
(M,g) whose manifold M is that of the four-dimensional Lie 
Group R X G and whose Lorentz metric g is invariant under 
the natural left action of the connected three-dimensional 
subgroup G, the copies of which in the product manifold 
R X G are assumed to be spacelike. For the Lie groups of 
class A Bianchi types as well as Bianchi type V, the space
time manifold may therefore be identified with 
GL(l,q)+ ~R XSL(l,q)+ with G = SL(l,q)+. For Bianchi 
types VIo and VIII one must use the simply connected cover
ing groups if simply connected spatial slices are desired. 

The quatemion norm parametrizes the family of spa
tially homogeneous hypersurfaces. The coordinate 
XO = Inlal 2 is a homomorphism onto the additive group of 
real numbers, which is relevant to the Lie group isomor
phism GL( l,q)+ ~R X SL(l,q)+. For all but a special class of 
spatially homogeneous spacetimes with whimper singulari
ties,28 this coordinate is timelike on the entire spacetime. A 
spatially homogeneous metric on GL(I,q)+ is of the general 
form 
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(3.3) 

with {ea J a basis of Killing vector fields. Provided XO is al
ways timelike one can always choose the simpler form 

The additional continuous spacetime symmetries possi
ble for these spacetimes which act within the homogeneous 
hypersurfaces are local rotational symmetry for all Bianchi 
types except Vlo and isotropy for Bianchi types I, VIIo, V, 
and IX. The local rotational symmetry for Bianchi types 
VIIo, VIII, and IX corresponds to a one-dimensional iso
metry subgroup of the group of inner automorphisms of q 

aEq--+AD (b)a = bab-I, bEGL(l,q). (3.5) 

The complete isometry group (ignoring discrete symmetries) 
of these three types is SL(I,q)+ L XH, ~SL(I,q)+xsAD(H), 
where H is anyone-dimensional subgroup of SL( l,q) for 
Bianchi type IX and the one-dimensional subgroup 
exp span [ e3 J for the other two types. Here "x s " denotes the 
semidirect product group and the inner automorphism sub
group AD(H) is the isotropy group at the "identity line" 
{teoltER J. For Bianchi types I, II, and V, this subgroup is 
replaced by a one-dimensional subgroup H of the group of 
automorphisms of q (not an inner automorphism subgroup). 
In the case of isotropy the identity component of the iso
metry group for Bianchi type IX is SL(l,q)L XSL(I,q)R cor
responding to bi-invariance of the metric with respect to the 
subgroup SL( l,q), while the quaternion conjugation map* is 
a discrete reflection symmetry. For Bianchi type I, the one
dimensional automorphism subgroup H of local rotational 
symmetry enlarges to a three-dimensional automorphism 
subgroup, but for Bianchi types VIIo and V, the additional 
two dimensions of the three-dimensional isotropy subgroup 
are not related to automorphisms of the quatemion algebra.9 

Most of the discrete symmetries possible for these spatially 
homogeneous spacetimes are also directly related to auto
morphisms of the Lie algebra sI( l,q) and hence of the quater
nion algebra itself. 29 Schmidt has considered a special class 
of such examples. 30 

APPENDIX 

Consider the following SO(2,R i-parametrized family of 
parametrizations ofSL(l,qYIII) due to Ozsvath6 

a = exp( - !Oe3)[!y2e(l/2)Y'(sin !y3(e l - eo) 

+ cos !y3(e2 + e3 )) + exp(!y1e l ) exp(!y3e3)]exp(!Oe3). 
(AI) 

This is the sum of a unit quatemion and a null quatemion 
which is orthogonal to it (with respect to the quadratic form 
r*) and represents a 2-parameter family of straight lines in 
SL( l,qYIII ) C R 4 for each value ofthe additional parameter O. 
Computing the basis {(J}Q I of left invariant I-forms on 
SL(l,qYIII) using the restriction of(2.24) to the group (i.e., set 
UJO = 0) and the constructing the basis [ e a I using duality one 
finds 
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Wi = cedi + see Y'dy 2, 

w 2 = - sed/ + c8eY'dy 2, 

w3 = dy3 + eY'dy2, 

e l = c8a l + se(e _. Y'a2 - a3), 

e2 = -Seal+c8(e-Y'a2-a3)' 

e3 = a3 , (A2) 

wherec8 = COS(X3 + e) andse = sin(x3 + e). [It is helpfulto 
use the isomorphism with SL(2,R ).] Similarly one finds the 
right invariant basis 

£1 = al - y 2a2 = ef, 
-E 2a (- 2y' (y2)2)a - y'a l(-I) -) 

2 = y I + ! e - 2 - e 3 = 2 e2 - e3 , 

(A3) 

where ef = cos eel - sin e e2 and e~ = sin eel + cos e e2· 
Introducing the Bianchi type III = VI _ I invariant 

fields 

0.1 = d/, u 2 = eY'dy2, ~ = dy3, 

£1 = ai' £2 = e - Y'a2, £3 = a3 = E3 = e3, 

EI = a l - y2az, E2 = a2, (A4) 

which depend on e through the parametrization (AI), one 
sees that any locally rotationally symmetric left invariant 
metric on SL( 1,qYIII) may be written as a left invariant metric 
on a Bianchi type III Lie group GIll with the same base 
manifold, 

g = gll(W I 
® Wi + w 2 

® (
2) + g33W3 ® w3 

=gll(UI 
®u

l + ~®~) 
+ gd~ + ~) ® (~ + ~). (AS) 

The SO(2,R )-parametrized family of coordinates (yaJ on 
SL( 1 ,qYIII ) provides a corresponding family of identifica
tions of the manifold of GIll with that ofSL(l,qYIII); these 
coordinates are global coordinates on the manifold R 3 of the 
simply connected covering groups of both types on which y 3 
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assumes all real values rather than being restricted to an 
interval of 417. 
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